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MetaBUSDCoin (MBC) launched on December 
19th 2021 after delays to the initial schedule for 
security updates and internal controls to 
protect investors. With 80 BNB raised during its 
presale and a team already showing immense 
transparency, the foundation was set for a 
unique launch in the BSC space with MBC 
coming out coming out of the gate at a 250k market cap. 

In its first few days, MBC blasted o going from 
its humble beginnings of 250k market cap to 
over 600k before dipping to a sizable floor of 
500k market cap, double the initial starting 
point. As of January 4th 2021, MBC sits 
comfortably at around 5 million market cap, 

with so much yet to come. 



Our mission is to change the way users 
interact with Defi through a suite of 
innovative products and services focusing 
largely on Metaverse integration. We plan to 
accomplish this with a team of experienced 
developers leveraging a history of AR/VR 
development coupled with strategic 
coocoordinators, community managers, and 
other valuable team members to put out the 

best possible experience.

MetaBUSDCoin (MBC) is a deflationary 
reward token, rewarding holders in a stable 
coin pegged to the Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC). This allows all holders to enjoy their 
rewards without having a negative impact 

on MBC. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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TOKEN NAME : MetaBUSDCoin

DECIMAL : 18

TOTAL SUPPLY : 500,000,000,000,000

SYMBOL : MBC

INFRASTRUCTURE : BEP20



PHASE ONE

Creation and deployment of Smart Contract
Website and social media facelift
Introduction of non disclosure agreements
Rewards portal
Initial Marketing
Contract Audit
Coin MarCoin Market Cap and Coin Gecko listings
Staking
NFT release(s)
Gamification

PHASE TWO

Development
Wallet release with AR viewer

MBC Swap
NFT staking
Bridging

Professional marketing & legal onboarding
PPrototype hard wallet
MBC VR Lobby (Alpha) 
Exchange Listings

VR wallet with dApp (Beta)
Curator platform launch

ROADMAP





TOKENOMICS
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4%BUSD Reflections to 
Holders

3%Used for buyback & 
burn

3%To 
Liquidity

2%Used for 
marketing

To 
Liquidity






